
 Ecothink 
 
Ecothink EDHEC is the EDHEC Business School's sustainable development association, which takes 
action on environmental causes. 
 
We are a committed student union:  

 we attended the COY11 in Paris which was a model of the COP21 for students. We organise 
conferences to raise awareness.  

 We aim to reduce the greenhouse gas emission in EDHEC campus 

 We audit student events (e.g. last year the Chti launch and OJO) which have concerns for the 
sustainable development and which intend to have an eco-friendly label.  

 In Lille, we want to organise, the first sustainable development exhibition in order for 
students to meet sustainable companies. This exhibition will take place on 1st-2nd April 
2017. 

 
-Abroad : since 2011, we intervened in India to build an ecological farm whose aim was to help the 
development of the whole region. For 2017, we have decided to launch a new humanitarian projet 
in Greece which will consist in developing a region called Hopeland (e.g. protect the biodiversity of 
Hopeland).  

People to contact 
Cécile GRESSARD (Sec Gen): 
cecile.gressard@ecothink-edhec.com 
Tel: 0611091026 
 
-Alexandre SCHMITT (President): 
alexandre.schmitt@ecothink-edhec.com 
Tel: 0662398022 
 

Conditions of recruitment 

 Students who show their interests for 
sustainable development and who 
cultivate a positive understanding of 
environmental causes. 

 At least one-year academic year.  

 We appreciate students who really 
show their motivation to carry out our 
projects.  
 

 Edhec Jumping 
 
EDHEC Jumping is a student association which organises, since 2009, an international show jumping 
for professionals through a CSI*/CSI-AmB and students through a student Trophy. It’s three days of 
an intensive competition with spectacular sporting events. We are a team of 25 people which are 
working hard all the year to make this weekend unforgettable for the participants and the audience.  

To be part of the team, an experience in horse-riding competition is recommended but it’s not 
necessary: if you’re motivated and want to be part of a big international sport event’s organization, 
we will be pleased to welcome you in Edhec Jumping’s family. There is many work to do: technical 
equestrian work, sponsorship, logistics and communication...  

A big change for 2017: we are moving from Nancy to Lille. The new edition of the Jumping EDHEC 
will take place at the riding center of Rene Dujardin, in Marcq-en-Baroeul, the 17th, 18th and 19th 
march 2017.  

Contact for the recruitment:  
 

Louise Durantin General Secretary 
louise.durantin@edhecjumping.com  

Phone number: +33 (0)6 81 15 46 80  

Conditions of the recruitment 

- One year at EDHEC  
- Real investment in the associative work 
- no experience in horse-riding 
competition is needed 
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 CBA – Chinese Business Association 
 
CBA is one of the newest associations of EDHEC. Created last year, its aim is to introduce Chinese 
culture and business world to EDHEC’s students in order to push them beyond the borders for their 
careers. For its first year, CBA was able to organize 3 major events:  

 one networking session with EDHEC alumni,  

 the Chinese New Year Week and  

 a 10-day trip to China! 
 
The team was composed of 17 members, including 4 international students! After such a successful 
year, we are ready to bring the association even further, because our colours are ambition and 
openness! So jump in the boat and join us!  
 

Contact for the recruitment:  
 
Sec Gen: My-Linh Thieu  
mylinh.thieu@cba-edhec.com 
 

 
 
.  

Edhec Littérature 
 
You love reading but you can't find anyone to talk about it? You want to get involved in the 
organization a student literary prize?  
 
Edhec littérature is for you! You can find your place in any of these departments:  
 

 The Selection department (la Selec) if you want to read and select the best writings in short 
stories and poetry sent to us by the candidates. Also, you will be able to canvass writers and 
publishing houses. 
 

 The Communication department (la Com/Créa) if you want to create nice posters for our 
prize and other events as well as managing the relationships with media sponsors. 
 

 The Sponsorship/ Logistics department ( Spons/Log) if you want to canvass and manage 
sponsors for our prizes, our locations and more!  
 

If you need information, you can take a look at our website www.edhec littérature.com.  

Contact :  
 
Marie Apolozan 
 
marie.apolozan@edheclitterature.com 
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 Clef des Planches 
 
La Clef des planches is EDHEC's drama association. Created in 1990, its project has always been very 
simple: make people discover our passion, drama! 
Every year, we stage two plays all by ourselves. Last year, we performed Oscar Wilde and George 
Feydeau’s theater artworks in front of about 400 people. 
 
We also organize short plays and sketches in front of students in our foyer.  
Last, but not the least, we introduce EDHEC students to improvisation. Last year, we opened 
improvisation sessions to all EDHEC students and we are looking forward to improving those classes 
again. 
 
There are 4 different divisions in our association:  
The Play division which stages our two annual plays, the Communication and Creation department 
which is in charge of all communication, posters and bills, the Improvisation group which organizes 
improvisation sessions and the Event division which prepares all types of events, with other 
associations for example. 
 
Being part of La Clef des Planches is the opportunity to discover drama and to be part of a family 
gathered around a beautiful project. 

People to contact : 
 
The President: Marie Delavoie   
06 85 51 93 24 
The Secretary-General: Antoine Torrini 
antoine.torrini@edhec.com  
 

Conditions of recruitment:  
 
We don't need people knowing every play 
by heart, we are looking for funny, original 
and above all, determined people! Some 
strong bases in French are also needed. 
 

 Cheer’Up 
 
Go back in 2003 when our gran, gran, gran…. Padre Marc Sudeau created Cheer Up ! with his friend 
Pierre Janicot. Their aim: make teenagers from 15 to 25 with a cancer commit themselves in a 
project which take to heart in order to escape from their daily life. 
 
In our branch in which the association was founded, you will: 
 
- Pay some visits in pair to the teenagers at the hospital: you will meet them, learn to know them 
and help them to find a project. It can be anything from taking cooking class to having a ride in 
Ferrari… 
- Plan some events to raise awareness in EDHEC such Movember, blood donations or the annual 
Race Against Cancer 
- Go for a Spring Break with the teenagers in remission. Last year, we went to Arcachon: between 
visits and aquatic activities, we had a lot of fun! 
 
Going to the hospital is above all meeting people, reaching out to them, giving time and energy but 

Contact 
Hélène: 06 78 88 77 89 
Jalil: 06 19 61 24 40 
cheeruprecrutements@gmail.com 
Facebook: Cheer Up ! EDHEC 
 

Recruitment conditions: Speaking a bit 
French would be a great advantage.  
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you will receive so much in return!! The experience may seem difficult but once you try, you will 
want more for sure! 
 
Cheer Up! Is not only a wonderful project but also a cohesive team with a lot of energy and 
enthusiasm, nice friendships and some moments rich of emotions. We would love to have some 
Erasmus to give a new dimension to our branch and to the visits to the hospital. 
 
You want to embark on this adventure? You want to help people? Stop hesitating and join us in the 
next General Assembly, you will have a complete presentation and can meet us. 
 

 
 CVE 

 
Welcome aboard young sailor, we are the EDHEC sailing team ! No worries, this association is not only 
for sailors of the seven seas, we are open to everyone and we would like to present to you our projects 
and work.  
 
To start with, our sporting project is at the center of our activities : we participate in different sailing 
regattas during the year like the Course Croisière Edhec or Voile en Seine (a regatta on the Seine in 
Paris). In order to achieve our goals, we try to get different companies to sponsor us by prospecting 
them either in person or by phone. But we also train on a regular basis : we sail every Thursday to gain 
as much experience as we can. Thanks to all our efforts, we finished 2nd in our category at the 48th 
Course Croisière Edhec ! 
 
Our second project every year is to promote the sailing world which we all are fond of. We launched 
last year two afterworks, themed around the sea and its products (salmon, seaweed tartare and so 
on) and for the past 6 years, we have organized at the end of every schoolyear a cruise for Edhec 
students, the Cruz. It’s a week of wonders we put into place from A to Z, taking about 100 people to 
the Méditerranée and leaving them dreaming of beautiful landscapes and awesome sailing sensations. 
 
Last but not least, we want you to remember that our sailing team is before anything else a super cool 
group of friends, always ready to party or have any kind of fun ! Come and see us, we’ll have you 
dreaming even more! 
 
 
 

If you would like to get an interview with 
us, please contact Ariane: 
 
+33 (0) 6 08 31 30 51  
or   ariane.truffier@clubvoileedhec.com 
 

 
Conditions of the recruitment 

We’re not particularly picky on the 
duration of your stay at Edhec but since 
our events mostly take place during the 
second part of the year (post-January), it 
would be preferable for you and us that 
you would be a yearlong student at 
EDHEC. 
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 TGE 
 
Team Golf EDHEC (TGE) was founded in 2009. The main purpose of this association is to organise two 
golf tournaments: a competition for the students, the Smuggler Golf Cup, existing since 2009, and a 
tournament for executives, the Volkswagen Fleet Solutions Executive Tournament, created in 2015. 
Those two tournaments take place during an entire weekend at Le Touquet, on the northern French 
coast, and gather about 200 participants. Since the 7th edition, we also welcome disabled golfers to 
sensitize the participants to their disabilities.  
 
The majority of the participants is French, but we look forward to increasing the number of foreign 
students taking part to the Smuggler Golf Cup.  
 
For several years, this tournament is deemed to be the first French golf tournament for students.  
TGE also aims at promoting golf to the students by organising special events. For that purpose, TGE 
organises initiations, proposes golf courses with a teacher and developed a partnership with a golf 
with attractive fees. Some events are also organised on the campus and during events of other 
associations in order to promote golf to the EDHEC students and to entertain them.  
 
Team Golf EDHEC is a young and open association ready to welcome anyone demonstrating 
enthusiasm, motivation, willingness and a bit of dedication. 
 

Pierre-William Baetz, President, pierre-
william.baetz@teamgolfedhec.com  
Thomas Le Dévéhat, Vice President, 
thomas.ledevehat@teamgolfedhec.com 

- For application process: 
Clément Médez, General Secretary, 
clement.medez@teamgolfedhec.com  
 

Requirements raised to the attention of 
applicants: 
- Experience in golf not necessary. 
- To have a good understanding of 

French. 
- Be available, take part to the main 

meetings, to execute regular tasks 
every week and to give time for that 
purpose, but it also means taking part 
and enjoying the parties with the 
association. 

- To remain at least one year at EDHEC 
(September 2016 – May 2017) 

 

 PDC 
 
 
Prix de Court organises the Festival of European Cinema, the main student film festival in France, for 
the 33rd year running. The European Film Festival of Lille is also the 3rd biggest short film festival in 
France. Each year, it welcomes in two cinemas of Lille around 6000 people who can discover what's 
best in terms of European short films. 
 
Since its creation, the European Film Festival of Lille discovered great talents like the French movie 
makers Cedric Klapisch or Mathieu Kassovitz and welcomed great members of the jury like Michael 
Radford or Benoit Delépine. 
 
 

Contact :  
 
Do not hesitate to contact us if you have 
any other questions : 
Recrutements2016@prixdecourt.net 
Chloé Benhacoun : 06.18.78.64.74 
 

 Recruitment conditions : 
 
-        someone who understands French a 
little bit and who wants to improve 
because all our meetings will be in French 
(no need for him to be fluent) 
-        Someone who stays at least one 
year. 
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 ECDC 
 
Hip Hop, street art or urban sports: no discipline can escape ECDC (EDHEC Community for Dynamic 
Culture), the first student association dedicated to urban cultures in France. 
 
Since 2010, its members share their passion with the inhabitants of Lille and EDHEC students, 
organizing events like the Wild Night Contest, the second biggest international BMX contest in 
France, the Rap Contenders Inter-Assos, a punchline battle between EDHEC’s associations, and the 
Urban Days, during which street artists, breakers, riders and other artists and performers are invited 
on the campus. 
 
If you are passionate about urban culture or just curious, join the ECDC family! 
 

Contact :  
 
Cécile : 
 
- Tél. : 06.25.58.22.06 
- Mail : cecile.marchasson@edhec.com 
 

Recruitment condition:  
 
Students staying in Lille for at least a 
year. 
 

 OIKOS 
 
Oikos is an international student-driven organization for sustainability in economics and 
management. Our programs embed environmental and social perspectives in faculties for 
economics and management. They comprise conferences, seminars, speeches, simulation games 
and other initiatives to transform teaching and research. In Lille (an oikos Chapter since 2012) 
we focus on social entrepreneurship and CSR. During the year we will organise several conferences, 
networking session with social entrepreneurs for EDHEC students and you will be trained in CSR 
consulting in order to be able to work as a CSR consultant for small organisations.  

Recruitment referent :  
 
Anais Wisniewski - 
anais.wisniewski.oikos@gmail.com 
 

No recruitment conditions.  
 

 Citepub Citecom 
 

Citepub Cutecom is divided into two parts : Citepub, the organizer of Les Etoiles de la Pub, and 
Citecom, the EDHEC Communication Agency Junior. Our goal with Citecom is to deal with issues that 
are in relation with graphic creations et communication is all kind for the companies that come to us. 
But this is not the only work we have ! Citepub is also the organizer of the biggest publicity contest in 
the country and Belgium : Les Etoiles de la Pub.  
Every year, hundreds of students try their best by creating advertising contents for some of the most 
famous companies. Their final goal is to present their projects in the Théâtre Sebastopol in Lille in 
front of professionals but also local residents. Citepub Citecom is also engaged in the EDHEC 
community: the association organises the mythical party called Open Tentation every year to please 
all the student. 
 
 

Contact:  
 
Lou Mathieu 0647195272  
Alban Dubois 0788007130 
 

Recruitment conditions:  
 
At least one year in Lille but better if you 
stay two years.  
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 Gourm’Edhec 
 
Hey! You must have heard that French people are well known for their taste in food and their cooking 
abilities. And it’s true: at Gourm’EDHEC we’ve been dedicating ourselves to food for the past 5 years.  
We are hosting three major events: themed cooking lessons for students (such as Japanese, Greek or 
Indian…), a cooking challenge based on a French show that takes place in the students’ 
accommodations where the host has to entertain and feed the other competitors during one night. 
Our final event “Toqu’EDHEC” is a cooking competition between teams of students representing each 
of Lille’s universities. Well-known chefs are invited to judge the dishes cooked (but they’re not as crazy 
as Gordon Ramsay, no worries!) and select a winner.  
We also developed this year short videos that teaches you how to cook original and delicious 
Spanish tapas and other dishes!  
We are looking for exchange students that will be studying in Lille for a year, at least until the end of 
April. Of course being a cooking pro isn’t mandatory at all! First and foremost, we are a family that 
enjoys eating and spending time together (be it over a famous “Raclette” or out partying). We would 
love to share this great experience with foreign students. 

So don’t hesitate: food is love, food is life, join Gourm’EDHEC ! 
 

 

Contact:  
 
Sami Fossat : sami.fossat@edhec.com 

Recruitment Conditions : 
• The Erasmus student shall stay the 
whole year in Lille (at least until the end 
of April) 
• Maximum 2 Erasmus students 
• The Erasmus student pledge to play a 
strong role in the association so as to 
complete its projects. 
 

 Schola Africa 
 
Our association works towards education and vocational training in Burkina-Faso while respecting 
the local populations.  
 
In concrete terms, what do we do?  
We work around two main lines: we finance the building of classrooms and we manage a sewing 
training center. In 16 years we have given the opportunity to go to school to 900 children and 180 
women get to enter the job market with working competences. 
 
To share these values that lead us, we organise many events in Lille in order to raise awareness for 
development problems in Burkina Faso. From primary school students to adults, our public is 
diverse. Through debates, lectures, concerts, photography exhibitions and interventions in schools, 
we try to mobilize Lille's inhabitants. 
 
You have the humanitarian fiber? You like challenges? You want to contribute to the change of the 
African continent? Do not hesitate and come see us in interviews. 
 
 

Contact: 
Benjamin Lacheteau  
 
recrutements@schola-africa.com  
 
 

Recruitment condition: staying one year 
in Lille. 
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 Sport Business Consulting 
 
Founded 4 years ago, Sports Business Consulting is a young but promising student association! Its 45 
members are all driven by a common passion: sport. 
Sports Business Consulting is the first Junior Agency in Europe specialized in sport. We use our 
academic formation to provide companies with various services: market studies, communications 
consultancies, graphic designs, events organisation, commercial prospections… 
  
Beside the Junior Agency, we also organise many events in the sport sector: the biggest innovation 
trophee for students, a football tournament between students and sport business experts, and 
lectures with prestigious athletes.  
  
Sports Business Consulting is the a great entrance gate to a close sector which is sport business  
 
We are looking forward to welcoming you in our team! 
 

If you are about to spend a year at EDHEC 
Business School and our projects do 
interest you, don’t hesitate to contact 
Marie Chipier by mail at 
: marie.chipier@sportsbc.net or on 
Facebook 
 

 BDA 
 
The BDA’s aim is to give to EDHEC students an access to the Lille cultural life. 
 
The BDA contributes to the school cultural life through events on the campus and outside. Classical 
music concerts or one man show at the auditorium, cultural trip in Amsterdam, museum guided 
tours, electronic music concerts in Lille… Every year, our projects change and increase, with always 
the wish to satisfy as many people as possible! 
 
But our goal is also to at students’ disposal, thanks to a ticket office (proposing operas, concerts, 
danse shows…) or drawing, photography and danse lessons, at affordable prices. 
 
We are also in charge of the Associations Calendar, which will be a reminder of your EDHEC life. 
Talking about reminders, we may see BDA jackets with cameras through most of school events. 
Indeed, we also take pictures of sport competitions, parties… for better or sometimes for worse! 
 
 
 

Contact: 
 
Elsa Thomlot : 
elsa.thollot@bdaedhec.com 
 
BDA President’s phone number : 
0616821319 
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 Star’Ec 
 
La Croisée des Talents® is a competition organized by a student association of the EDHEC Business 
School. 
  
The concept is simple: 400 students coming from the most prestigious French universities and 
schools but also from abroad are gathered during two days to compete on different tests 
(negotiation, decision making, communication campaign, public speaking …). The goal is to become 
the Young Talent 2016. 
  
More than just a student competition, La Croisée des Talents® is a unique opportunity to meet big 
companies in a friendly and informal set. Indeed, partner companies such as Allianz (Our official 
partner in 2015), Orange, Saint Gobain and many start-ups come to meet you and recruit you if you 
manage to convince them during the Recruitment Forum held aside from the competition.  
 

Contact:  
 
juliette.bravard@lastarec.com 
 0612856035  and 
julia.baldet@lastarec.com 
 

 
Recruitment conditions:  
Staying at least a year in Lille. 
 

 Melkis 
 

You can't wait to discover EDHEC parties, the "snook", and Lille's famous bars? You want to live the 
full experience of student life? 
Melkisedhec is here to help you to live your faith with other students partying just like any other. 
You are welcome to have lunch in our room, to attend the mass, or to meet great christian leaders 
to discuss about faith in management. 
But Melkisedhec also invites you to parties "cheese and wine", a weekend in Rome, service of soup 
for homeless people during winter, "rice bowl" operation for humanitarian asociations... 
 
 

Contact :  
Philippine de La Fage  
0665183653 
melkisedhec@edhec.com 

Cheerfulness is mandatory, but we don't 
organise recruitments, and you are all 
free to come for a talk or a meal!  
 

 Ed’Express 
 
 
Ed’Express is a young student association created in 2013 in order to travel in different and original 
way thanks to hitchhiking. If you join our team, you will organize a very nice and surprising event 
combining discovery, trips, extraordinary landscapes and unexpected meetings. One week, six 
countries, seven steps, fifty participants, 1500 km. After Prague and Copenhagen, for the third edition, 
we went to Ljubljana in Slovenia. During this unbelievable journey, people had to be bold in order to 
reach our destination as soon as possible. After this third successful edition, we are waiting for you to 
meet new challenges. How far will you go?  
 
 

Contact :  
 
- Florian de Marguerye : 06 67 47 67 42 
- Nicolas Planchon : 06 11 55 30 83  
- Clément Poët : 06 35 24 73 41 
- Sigrid Le Chevalier : 06 60 43 38 38 
- Clothilde Hoy : 06 10 40 16 84 
 

Recruitment conditions: 
Students who know the European 
continent well, staying in Lille for at least 
a year, motivated and good in French.  
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